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While we listened to Requiem through a small IMac, the overall sound wasimpressive
and much more atmospheric than that of our preamp. It's also worth mentioning that
you can use this library with a wide range of paltryDACs, and is virtually silent when

used with relatively poor equipment; it will work within a budget to a degree, and
therefore poses an interesting opportunity for thebeginner composer or studio owner.
The library offers features such as the ability to apply pitch bendedelays and a 'roll'

effect to the scriptural text, which are designed to make choral recordings sound more
'natural', but thereare also a number of effects on show -such as Chorus Doppler and a

sizzlingreverb -that require a decent set-up. We decided to use the reverb effect to
simulate a small stage, and it did a fair job in enveloping the voice with a very detailed

ambience. It's not quite'subway' city though, and the reverb only works well when
you're using an uplighting. When set up correctly, the reverb is useful for creating an
atmosphere inyour control room, but otherwise it tends to obliterate and distort the

voice for a lessthan effective result. To achieve the correct amount of reverb, you have
to build a decentset-up from scratch, or use it as a last resort. In conclusion, 8Dio has
created an amazing product which is deserving of rave reviews, even if its interface

could be made a little neater. Insolidus is both complex and simple at the same time.
The premise itself is staggering and incredibly progressive, and it lives up to its

intention and budget to create an epic choral library without any of the truly epic
trappings. And best of all, for just £80, its just the ticket for choral wizardry. 8Dio have
created a library of their own with this, and you will love it! Without further ado, let's

move on to the next entry in 8Dio's lineup; 'Latinx'!

8dio Requiem Professional Torrent

This library is a collaboration between 8Dio and Israeli composer/arranger Aviv Geffen.
Like Insolidus, this library is also truly epic in scope, and just as successful at giving us
a classic choral sound. In Latinx we are treated to some truly lovely and lush melodies
which go beyond the usual many syllable-long chants. The central idea here is slightly

different than many other choral libraries I've heard, in the sense that it used to be rare
in the choral scene to have a choir where every vocal part is part of a layered

composition. Here every solo and every vocal part is is separate, but it always calls
upon the entire choir to fill in where required. It feels very organic and very well

designed, and it takes well over an hour to create a single multi-layered composition.
The good news is that this library is absolutely stunning for those wanting a truly epic

and beautiful chorus, and it has some real gems. However, because it has so many
parts, its interface isn't necessarily the easiest to use, and this sadly seems to be the
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case with all of the 8Dio libraries. Although the text box is easy to use, bringing up the
scores can be a little tricky. There is also a number of missing solo parts, which are

assumedly due to the fact that there are currently no good automatic versions of the
6-part and partita versions (part of the reason I don't like Legato Auto is that it doesn't

cut the verses for the partita, which means the lines go into the mix without any
words). Perhaps they are available for purchase, but you will need to ask your friendly

choralist friend to check. 5ec8ef588b
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